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Abstract

We develop a mathematical framework aimed at analyzing repeat and
near-repeat effects in crime data. Parsing burglary data from Long Beach,
CA according to different counting methods, we determine the probabil-
ity distribution functions for the time interval τ between repeat offenses.
We then compare these observed distributions to theoretically derived
distributions in which the repeat effects are due solely to persistent risk
heterogeneity. We find that risk heterogeneity alone cannot explain the
observed distributions, while a form of event dependence (boosts) can.
Using this information, we model repeat victimization as a series of ran-
dom events, the likelihood of which changes each time an offense occurs.
We are able to estimate typical time scales for repeat burglary events in
Long Beach by fitting our data to this model. Computer simulations of
this model using these observed parameters agree with the empirical data.

1 Introduction

Repeat victimization has recently emerged as a central focus in criminology. Re-
search has demonstrated that individuals who have been victims of personal or
property crimes are more likely to be victimized again [Farrell and Pease 2001].
In the case of residential burglary, which we shall focus on in this paper, re-
peat victimization is described in terms of exact-repeat and near-repeat events
[Johnson et al. 2007]. Exact-repeat events are defined as consecutive burglaries
occurring at the same location, separated by a time interval of any duration;
near-repeat burglary events are instead classified as taking place within a set
spatial neighborhood of a focal burglary point.

Repeat burglary victimization may be due to a variety of reasons, includ-
ing persistent spatial heterogeneity of risk and/or event dependence tied to the
specific activities of burglars [Tseloni and Pease 2003, Tseloni and Pease 2004,
Johnson 2008]. When considering a complex urban environment, risk hetero-
geneity implies that some houses (or neighborhoods) are at higher risk than
others, and that this difference in risk persists throughout time. Some houses
may be at higher risk because they are physically soft targets (e.g., easily forced
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doors or windows) or because the routine activities of inhabitants leave them
much less secure than other homes. By contrast, event dependence suggests that
some aspect of the burglar’s previous experience victimizing the house increases
their preference to return. For example, a burglar may discover an abundance of
items that could be targeted in a subsequent burglary, or they may simply prefer
to return to a location where they know that their entry methods are guaranteed
to work again, amongst other possible reasons [Farrell et al. 1995]. In addition,
it has been suggested that this elevated risk may spread to neighboring homes as
well [Johnson et al. 1997, Townsley et al. 2003, Sagovsky and Johnson 2007],
especially in areas where nearby homes are similar in layout and type of in-
habitant. Notice, however, that in the case of event dependence, burglary risk
is not persistent throughout time, but may change as the burglar’s preferences,
skills, and exposure to other opportunities change [Farrell et al. 1995].

The concept of such biased repeat burglary carries strong implications for
the dynamics of crime pattern formation and for the development of prevention
and resource allocation strategies [Bowers et al. 2003, Farrell and Pease 1993,
Farrell and Pease 2001]. Models based on the event dependence hypothesis
show that individual crimes can establish positive feedbacks and nucleate into
crime hotspots [Eck et al. 2005, Johnson et al. 2004, Short et al. 2008]. Effec-
tive control strategies would pinpoint these pivotal sites, using past crimes as
indicators of future ones, breaking the feedback loops and thus surgically halting
the further spread of crime [Farrell et al. 2007]. Therefore, simple and accurate
methods of testing for the presence of event dependent repeat effects are of great
importance.

Repeat burglary effects are often observed via the distribution of victimiza-
tion order within a population of homes, where the victimization order is here
defined as the number of times a home is burgled within some fixed temporal
window. This distribution is typically inconsistent with a Poisson distribu-
tion, which is what would be expected if all homes had the same, persistent
risk of burglary. In order to see whether event dependence may be responsible
for this inconsistency, one often focuses on the distribution of time intervals
τ between successive events that occurred at the same location, a procedure
that has been performed using burglary data from a variety of cities worldwide
[Johnson et al. 2007]. In general, it is observed that the distribution of time in-
tervals between burglary events is a rapidly decaying function, with short time
intervals much more likely to occur than longer ones. This observation has been
taken as evidence for the existence of event dependence, and that a house will
exhibit an increased risk of being burgled after being victimized once. However,
there has not yet been a rigorous discussion as to why exactly these decaying
time interval distributions support this hypothesis. In fact, as we will show in
this paper, this observation alone does not necessarily support the event de-
pendence hypothesis at all, and the method of counting the time intervals is of
critical importance when interpreting the distribution of τ .

Throughout the remainder of this paper, we will be performing analyses
on a dataset which includes the geographic location and day on which each
reported residential burglary for the years 2000-2005 occurred in Long Beach,
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CA. We consider only those burglaries that occurred at single family homes,
since we do not possess data that is detailed enough to pinpoint specific units
within multi-family housing. In our analyses, we have ignored the influence
of seasonality [Farrell and Pease 1994], specifically because the climate of Long
Beach minimizes such fluctuations. However, all of the results and formulas can
be modified to include seasonal effects in a straightforward manner. The dataset
contains 9,042 events, and the distribution of victimization order across the
homes is: 7,002 order one, 819 order two, 98 order three, 19 order four, 5 order
five, and 1 order seven. According to the 2000 US census, there are between
70,000 and 80,000 occupied single family homes in Long Beach. Using this fact,
and the house order distribution, we find that a simple Poisson distribution does
not fit our Long Beach data well, indicating that something is indeed causing
repeat victimization there.

The goal of this paper is to first describe a model in which this repeat vic-
timization is due solely to risk heterogeneity; we refer to this as the random
event hypothesis (REH) (see also Nelson 1980). We then show, following from
some very reasonable assumptions, that the distribution of time intervals τ for
exact-repeats in the REH is that of a sum of decaying exponentials, and that
we should observe just this when using a moving-window counting method on
our data (which will be describe later). Using our burglary data, we illustrate
that the observed distribution of τ is completely compatible with that predicted
by the REH, with the parameters of the fit interpreted as measures of risk het-
erogeneity. This compatibility, however, is not sufficient to prove the validity
of the REH since other possible mechanisms of burglary dynamics might be
equally compatible with the observed results. In fact, the parameters of the fit
lead to a predicted distribution of home orders that is wildly different from that
observed, indicating that the REH is insufficient to explain exact-repeat effects
in our data. We then introduce a different method of counting exact-repeat
time intervals that allows us to unequivocally differentiate data sets generated
via the REH from those in which burglary events are in fact related via event
dependence, using only the time interval distribution. Applying this novel anal-
ysis method to our data set, we find that there is, in fact, event dependence
in Long Beach. We present a simple mathematical model with a straightfor-
ward criminological interpretation that explains the observations under both
counting methods, and which reproduces both the time interval distributions
and the home order distributions well in simulation. Finally, we extend some of
these results to the measurement of event dependence in the near-repeat effect,
finding that it too is present in our data.

2 The Random Event Hypothesis

The simplest assumption to make about burglary events at house i is that they
occur entirely at random, defining a stochastic process where each burglary
event is independent of all others. We will call this model the random event
hypothesis (REH). In addition, it is obvious that two burglary events at house
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i cannot occur simultaneously, as they would then simply be thought of as
one event. Mathematically, such a phenomenon can be modeled as a Poisson
process characterized by a rate parameter λ, representing the expected number
of burglary events per unit time. The characteristics of Poisson processes are
long-established [Feller 1968], but we present now a brief summary of the main
results which are relevant to our analysis. For a Poisson process with rate
parameter λ, the probability that one burglary occurs within a time interval t
to t + δt is given by

P1(δt) = e−λδtλδt . (1)

The probability that k burglaries occur is given by the general Poisson distri-
bution

Pk(δt) =
e−λδt(λδt)k

k!
. (2)

The probability that no events occur within a time interval δt, then, is given by

P0(δt) = e−λδt , (3)

a monotonically decreasing function of time.
Consider now the time T1 until the first burglary occurs at house i, as mea-

sured from a reference point with t = 0. In this case, T1 will be greater than a
given time τ only if there have been no events within the time interval from 0
to τ . Hence,

P (T1 > τ) = P0(τ) = e−λτ . (4)

Extending this result, we see that the probability that the first event occurs
between times τ and τ + δt is

P (τ < T1 < τ + δt) = P (T1 > τ)− P (T1 > τ + δt) = e−λτ
(
1− e−λδt

)
. (5)

If we divide this result by δt and take the limit as δt → 0, we arrive at the
standard Poisson process probability density function for the time interval τ
between events:

p(τ) = λe−λτ . (6)

Therefore, if the REH is correct, the distribution of time intervals between
exact-repeat events at a given home with rate constant λ should follow an
exponential decay of the type shown in Eq. 6. Note that this distribution, which
displays a much higher number of events at short time intervals than long, was
derived without introducing any notion of correlation between burglary events.
In fact, this distribution will only hold if the events are statistically independent,
a notion that is completely contrary to the typical assumptions of the event
dependence hypothesis.

We do not, however, expect every home within a city to display the same
burglary rate λ, as it is well known that crime rates may vary spatially [Ratcliffe
and McCullagh 1999] and we have already shown that our Long Beach data does
not conform to a simple Poisson distribution. We therefore allow our homes
to be divided into N groups, each of which is characterized by a particular
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burglary rate λi that is persistent in time for that group. If the fraction of
homes exhibiting rate λi is defined to be wi, then the composite distribution of
waiting times should be given by

p(τ) =
N∑

i=1

wiλie
−λiτ , (7)

which is just a weighted sum of the individual distributions for each group.
Eq. 7 might also be read as the mean waiting time for all houses, since the wi

sum to one. Eq. 7 is therefore a mathematical representation of pure risk het-
erogeneity, in terms of the time intervals between exact-repeat events modeled
via a compound Poisson process.

3 Testing the REH

3.1 The Moving-window Method

In order to test the distribution predicted by the REH, one must first develop
a proper counting scheme for the time intervals τ between exact-repeat events.
Ideally, one would watch each burgled house within the city of interest until
it is burgled again, and simply mark the time to repeat. However, this is
clearly infeasible, as many homes will not be burgled again during a reasonable
observation period. In fact, for our Long Beach data set, out of the 7,944 unique
locations burgled, only 942 of them were burgled more than once. If we were to
only use the time intervals from these relatively few locations, we would likely
introduce a bias into our count because we would be systematically discarding
many time intervals which were at longer timescales and were, therefore, never
observed.

To count properly, then, we use a method that we will call here the moving-
window method. The basic idea behind this method is to first choose a time
window of interest, τmax, and then to observe after each burglary event whether
or not another event occurs at that same location within this time window; let
us use as an example a τmax of 727 days for our Long Beach data set. If an event
does indeed occur, the time interval τ between the initial and secondary event is
noted. Of course, any event which occurs within the last τmax days for which we
have data cannot be subsequently watched over the full τmax window, as some
of the window would clearly lie outside of the dates for which we have data.
Therefore, we do not perform our observation following these events. We call
this final τmax period within our data the “buffer interval”, which corresponds to
the years 2004 and 2005 in our example. The final output of the count consists
of the number of events No for which an observation was performed (this is
equal to the total number of events in our dataset minus the number of events
that occur within the buffer interval) and a list of time intervals observed. Note
that the number of time intervals recorded will in general not be No, since not
every home that is observed will be subject to another burglary within our τmax
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Figure 1: Probability distribution p(τ) as measured from our Long Beach, CA
data set using the moving-window method (histogram bars). Data has been
binned by two week intervals, and the bars represent the total probability for
each bin. Overall, 10.8% of the events in our data set are followed by an exact
repeat within 727 days. The black curve represents the best fit of the form given
in Eq. 7, with the parameters given in the text.

window, as discussed above. Finally, we make a histogram of the observed τ ,
dividing the frequency for each histogram bin by No to arrive at a probability
distribution that we can directly compare to Eq. 7. It is in this way that the
homes burgled only once affect our count - they contribute no time intervals,
but they do increase No and thereby influence the probabilities.

The results of such a moving-window count can be seen in Fig. 1, using our
Long Beach data. Here we have, as in our example above, chosen a τmax of 727
days, making the buffer interval roughly the years 2004 and 2005. The choice of
727 days is arbitrary, but was used because it is evenly divisible by our desired
histogram bin width of 14 days. By adding together the probabilities for each
histogram bin, we find that 10.8% of the events in our data set are followed by
an exact repeat within 727 days.

Along with the observed τ distribution, we have plotted in Fig. 1 (the solid
line) a curve of the type shown in Eq. 7 with parameters chosen to give the
best fit to our data. Using N = 3, we find the best fit to be w1 = 0.915, λ1 =
5.32× 10−5, w2 = 0.066, λ2 = 2.45× 10−3, w3 = 0.019, and λ3 = 8.41× 10−2.
The choice of N = 3 was made simply because this was the smallest value for
which a good fit of the curve to our data could be found; both the N = 1 and
N = 2 curves deviate too substantially from our data. For this choice, though,
the REH curve fits our data rather well.

On the basis of this analysis, one might conclude that there is no event
dependence effect in our data, since our observations of the distribution of τ
are completely consistent with the REH, with the spatial heterogeneity of risk
described by the wi and λi used in the fit. Specifically, 91.5% of the houses have
a time-invariant risk of being burgled once every 51 years, 6.6% of the houses
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have a higher time-invariant risk of being burgled once every 1.1 years, and
1.9% of the houses have an even higher time-invariant risk of being burgled once
every 11.8 days (see Eqns. 11 and 12 below). However, one can perform further
analyses that cast doubt upon this conclusion. If the distribution of risk and the
rates for each were indeed as given by our wi and λi above, the distribution of
house order would be very different than what is observed: using 70,000 for the
total number of single family homes in Long Beach, these parameters predict
around 6,800 order one, 700 order two, 600 order three, 700 order four, 800
order five, 700 order six, 500 order seven, and many hundreds of homes with
order greater than seven. It is clear from this subsequent analysis that spatial
risk heterogeneity is not an accurate description of what is happening in Long
Beach.

3.2 The Fixed-window Method

Although the moving-window counting method is a valid approach, its cor-
responding null hypothesis curve as derived through the REH contains a large
number of parameters, making it difficult to compare to observations in a mean-
ingful way. In addition, as shown above, even if parameters can be chosen such
that the REH curve fits the data very well, further calculations are needed to in-
terpret these results. In order to more easily determine the validity of the REH,
we develop a counting method for which the null hypothesis curve is completely
parameter free and that can by itself definitively confirm or deny the REH; we
term this the fixed-window method. We first remind the reader that each home
appearing within our data set can be classified by the number of times it was
burgled in total over the D days of data avaliable; we refer to this as the order
of the house. The probability of any given home with burglary rate λi being
of order k is given by Eq. 2, replacing δt with D. Note, however, that Eq. 2
is independent of the particular times at which the home was burgled, so long
as there were a total of k events. This means, for example, that for order one
homes, each of the D days is equally likely to be the day on which the one event
occurred, assuming that λi is persistent in time (i.e., seasonality is ignored and
there is no event dependence). Similarly, for order two homes, each possible
pair of days that can be made from our D day interval is equally likely to be
the observed pair.

Suppose that we isolate all order two homes from our data set and ask how
the time intervals τ between the two events at each of these houses ought to
be distributed, assuming validity of the REH. Although all pairs of days are
equally likely to occur within our trimmed data set, all time intervals are not.
For example, with a fixed window of one year (D = 365), there are very many
pairs of days that will lead to a τ of just one day (Jan. 1-Jan. 2, Jan. 2-Jan. 3,
etc.), while there is only one pair that exhibits the maximum time interval of
364 days (Jan. 1-Dec. 31). More generally, the number of pairs that will exhibit
a time interval of τ is given by

Npairs(τ) = D − τ , (8)
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Figure 2: Probability distributions pk(τ) for various values of k, using D = 365
days. Note that they are all biased toward shorter time intervals, and that this
bias becomes more pronounced as k increases.

one for each day that has at least τ days following it in the time window.
We normalize these counts to one, so that the probability distribution of time
intervals for order two homes is

p2(τ) =
2(D − τ)
D(D + 1)

. (9)

This particular distribution is specifically for order two houses. However, it can
be shown that the probability distribution for houses of any order k is given by

pk(τ) =
k

D + k − 1

k−2∏

l=0

D − τ + l

D + l
, (10)

using similar arguments.
There are two important points to make concerning the fixed-window method

of counting. First, as seen in the moving-window method, if the REH is true
and houses do not experience any increased risk of burglary after an initial event
(i.e., there is no event dependence), the distribution of time intervals that we
count will still be heavily weighted toward the short end of the spectrum, and
will disappear at the long end (Fig. 2). Therefore, we must be mindful of this
combinatorial effect when interpreting the results of a fixed-window counting
procedure. Second, and more positively, we see that the fixed-window method
is an excellent way to test the REH, and thus the validity of risk heterogeneity
for explaining repeat burglaries, because the expected probability distribution
given by Eq. 10 has no free parameters. The fixed-window method therefore
represents a simple and unambiguous way to determine whether or not the REH
is in fact true, or if event dependence must be invoked.

To illustrate the usefulness of the fixed-window counting method in testing
the REH, we present here the results of such a count, using our Long Beach
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Figure 3: Probability distributions p2(τ) as measured from our Long Beach,
CA data set using the fixed-window method (histogram bars) and as calculated
via Eq. 9 using D = 364 days (black line). Note that the measured probability
is much higher than expected for short time intervals, and that it falls below
the expected values at long time intervals. This indicates that the REH is not
consistent with our data set.

data (Fig. 3). To perform this count, we first break up our data into six non-
overlapping 364 day sets (we use D = 364 because it is a multiple of 14). For
each set, we isolate the order two homes within that set, then count the time
interval between the two burglaries for each of these homes. The resulting six τ
lists are then combined into one, a histogram is made of this master list, and the
histogram bins are each divided by the total number of order two homes used in
the count to convert to a probability that will add up to 1. When this histogram
is compared with the null hypothesis curve as derived above in Eq. 9, we see
that the disagreement is very substantial, with many more events occurring at
short time intervals than predicted by the REH, and fewer, therefore, at long
time intervals. Thus, the REH is disproven in our data without the need for
any further analysis, and it is clear that event dependence must be responsible
for at least some of the repeat victimization effect.

3.3 Modeling Event Dependence

One may wonder why the time interval data seemed to agree with the REH when
using the moving-window counting method, but clearly contradicts it when us-
ing the fixed-window method. The answer to this question is that the moving-
window curve defined by Eq. 7 is not unique to the REH. An alternate model,
based on the idea of event dependence, that would present the same moving-
window curve can be described in the following way. Suppose that there exist
some number N of different risk states that any given home can exhibit. Associ-
ated with each of these states i is a burglary rate λi and a weight wi, which can
be interpreted as a transition probability to state i. Now, imagine that we have
a large number of homes, each of which is initially assigned one of the states
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i at random, according to the various weights wi. For each home, then, time
goes by until that home is subject to a burglary event; the time elapsed will
clearly depend upon which of the rates was initially assigned to the home. As
the critical step, after this burglary event the home is again assigned a state at
random according to the weights wi, thus leading to the possibility of a change
in the Poisson rate at that home. This process repeats indefinitely, with a state
randomly assigned after each burglary event. Data generated via this process
will lead to a moving-window curve as given in Eq. 7, but will not yield the
fixed-window curve derived in Eq. 10. This is because the Poisson rate for any
given house is no longer, in general, persistent over all time (thus altering the
null hypothesis curve for the fixed-window method), though it is persistent be-
tween any two events at a home (giving it the same null hypothesis curve as the
REH for moving-window counts). Hence, this event dependence based model
is a good candidate for the process that is in reality generating our empirically
observed burglary events.

The preceding model also has a simple criminological interpretation. Sup-
pose N = 2, meaning that a home can exhibit two states, which we can refer
to as the baseline state (that state with the smaller λ1) and the excited state
(that state with the larger λ2). After any burglary event, the house will, with
probability w1, be in the baseline state, meaning that the offender who just bur-
gled the home has no specific intention of returning there in the future (though
he or another burglar of course may return simply by chance). Alternatively,
the house will, with probability w2, be in the excited state, meaning that the
offender, possibly for reasons such as those described in the introduction, plans
on returning to this specific home again in a relatively short period of time.
Any number of possible states N greater than two simply correspond to more
possible levels of excitement for returning offenders, who may range from only
slightly interested to extremely interested in returning. Indeed, the good fit
between Eq. 6 and our Long Beach data for N = 3 (see Fig. 2) suggests that
in Long Beach, a house might be in one of three possible states after an event:
the baseline state or one of two excited states.

The parameters of this model also have clear physical meanings. The various
rates λi set timescales Ti over which repeat burglaries are most likely to occur,
such that

Ti =
1
λi

. (11)

For our Long Beach data (with N = 3), these timescales are approximately 50
years for the baseline state, 1 year for the first excited state, and 12 days for
the second excited state. The weighting values wi represent the probabilities of
being in any of these states after a burglary event, with the baseline rate being
by far the most likely. In conjunction, Ti and wi predict steady state values
si for the average fraction of homes exhibiting each state at a given instant in
time. This is done according to the relation

si = wiTi/

N∑

i=1

wiTi . (12)
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Figure 4: Simulation output analyzed via the moving-window method (a) and
the fixed-window method (b). The output from one run of the simulation is
shown as the histogram bars, and the curves correspond to the expected results
under the REH. As expected, using the simulation parameters that best fit
our burglary data leads to simulation results that are similar to the graphs
constructed from that data (Figs. 2 and 3). From the moving-window method,
we see that in this simulation run 11.3% of simulated events were subject to an
exact repeat within 724 days, as compared to 10.8% in the Long Beach data.

For Long Beach, this predicts that at any given time, 99.842% of homes are
in the baseline state, 0.156% are in the first excited state, and the remaining
0.002% are in the second excited state.

In order to verify how well a model such as this reproduces our Long Beach
exact-repeat burglary data, a simple simulation was created using our best fit
weights and burglary rates as found via the moving-window counting method
above. The output of the simulation was then analyzed using both the moving-
window method (Fig. 4a) and the fixed-window method (Fig. 4b). There is good
agreement between our simulation based graphs and those constructed using the
Long Beach data, lending credence to our model. In addition, one can use this
model and its associated parameters to predict the distribution of home order.
Again using a total of 70,000 homes and a time interval of six years, our model
predicts that there should be around 6,800 order one, 870 order two, 100 order
three, 10 order four, and 1 order five homes (leaving 62,200 order zero). This
distribution is in good agreement with the data.

4 Near-repeats

A near-repeat event occurs whenever two “nearby” houses are burgled within
some period of time. Like exact-repeats, we can measure the time interval that
lies between each event in a near-repeat pair, but in this case we must also
make note of the physical separation of the two homes. This procedure allows
us to examine separately the time interval histogram for near-repeat pairs that
lie at varying physical distances from each other. It has been noted in previ-
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Figure 5: Fraction of order one events occurring per day in Long Beach, counting
each year separately (black dots). The curve predicted by our model is also
shown (black line). The distribution is essentially flat, with only slight increases
at the beginning and end of the interval (shown magnified on the right). Most
homes that are burgled only once will exhibit a constant rate of λ1, leading to
overall flatness. A small number of order one homes will transition from λ2 to
λ1, or vice versa, which happens most often near the beginning and end of the
interval; this explains the deviations from flatness in these regions.

ous studies that those near-repeat events that are relatively close in space tend
to occur more closely in time as well, like exact-repeats, whereas those that
are far apart seem to exhibit no temporal correlation. These previous stud-
ies use Monte Carlo algorithms to find the likelihood of the observed patterns
happening if there were no correlation between the spatial and temporal dis-
tributions [Johnson et al. 2007, Ratcliffe and Rengert 2008], determining that
this is highly unlikely. In this section, we instead test explicitly for near-repeat
event dependence by extending our finite-window counting method used above
for exact-repeats to the case of near-repeat events in our Long Beach data.

The first step in our derivation is actually a fact that we notice from our
data, which is supported by our model. We observe, when each year of our
dataset is examined separately, that order one homes exhibit approximately
equal probability of being burgled on all of the 365 days available. This is
illustrated in Fig. 5, where we see the flat nature of the distribution of order
one burglary days. This observation is consistent with the theoretical curve
predicted from our exact-repeat model (also plotted in Fig. 5) which fits the data
well when using our previously estimated parameters. The observed pattern
arises from the fact that about 91% of homes that are burgled only once in
D = 365 days will enter into the time window with the lowest burglary rate,
λ1, and still exhibit that rate after the event. These houses should all have a
completely flat line in this count, because their rates are not changing and so
each day is equally likely. The remaining 9% of homes consists almost entirely
of those that either entered the year with the middle rate, λ2, and then switched
to λ1 or those that did the opposite. These homes explain the slight increases
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Figure 6: Near-repeat burglary time intervals τ (histogram bars) as measured
via the fixed-window method for homes within 100 meters of each other (a)
and within 3.9 and 4.0 kilometers (b), both shown against the order two REH
curve (black line). For the closer events, there is a clear deviation from the null
hypothesis curve derived through the REH only at the shortest of time intervals.
This deviation is not nearly as strong as that noted for exact-repeats, nor does
it extend as long in time. For the further apart events, no particular deviation is
noted, indicating that near-repeat event dependence does not extend to homes
that are 4 km apart in Long Beach.

in the theoretical curve near the beginning and end of the year. In addition,
Fig. 5 shows the lack of seasonality in our dataset.

To test for the presence of near-repeat event dependence, we first isolate
in our data all order one homes. We then perform a fixed-window count on
these events in a pair-wise fashion, measuring both the temporal separation
and physical distance between the burglaries comprising each possible pair of
events. Note that this is essentially the same procedure as was performed for
the exact-repeats earlier, except that in that case the physical distances were
all zero and we used order two homes rather than order one. The fact that
order one homes are approximately equally likely to be burgled on any day of
our fixed interval means that the time intervals for near-repeat events should
be distributed exactly as in Eq. 10 if no correlation between the two burglaries
making up a pair exists (i.e., if there is no event dependence). This is because,
since each of the homes is equally likely to be burgled on any given day, each
of the possible pairs of days making up a near-repeat event ought to be equally
likely as well, which is the condition that leads directly to Eq. 10.1

The results of such a count are presented in Fig. 6, where we show the time
1Actually, there is a slight subtlety involved in this step that we should explain. To be

precise, each pair of days d1 and d2 in which d1 6= d2 is equally likely, and all of those pairs
in which d1 = d2 are half as likely as that. This is due to the fact that each non-identical d1,
d2 pair can be made in two ways: d1 at house 1 and d2 at house 2, or vice versa. In practice,
we sidestep this issue by simply dividing the counted number of near-repeats by two if the
time interval is greater than zero, so that our null hypothesis curve for near-repeats counted
this way is continuous and precisely that of Eq. 10.
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interval histograms for the distance bands of (0 − 100] meters and (3.9 − 4.0]
kilometers. For the closer band, we clearly see that the measured number of
near-repeats at the shortest time intervals is greater than that predicted by
the null hypothesis, many of those in fact occurring at a time separation of zero
days. At longer time intervals, though, the null hypothesis curve fits rather well.
This is unlike the exact-repeat observations, for which the deviation was much
greater and was spread over the entire curve. For the further distance band,
no effect seems to be present at all, as the data and null hypothesis curves are
in very good agreement. At distance bands between these two extremes, we
observe an ever decreasing effect as the distance between the homes increases.
These results indicate that there is in fact an event dependant near-repeat effect
for nearby homes (e.g., those separated by less than 100 m) in Long Beach,
but that this effect fades as the distance between homes increases, eventually
disappearing completely for widely separated houses (e.g., those separated by
distances greater than 3.9 km).

5 Discussion and Conclusions

Exact-repeat and near-repeat burglary patterns are often explained in terms of
event dependence, in which burglars prefer targets with which they are familiar
over targets that necessitate acquiring new information [Bernasco and Nieuw-
beerta 2005] . The daily routines of the residents may be known, as are the
specific items that might be stolen, in a house that an offender has previously
victimized. The risk of burglary is thought to spread to neighbors for many
of the same reasons: even if the specific routines of residents, the goods to be
stolen, or the general layouts of adjacent houses are not known exactly, they
are likely to be similar. It is easy therefore to map a burglary strategy or set
of cognitive scripts from one house to another [Wright and Decker 1994]. More-
over, the expectation is that the risk of near-repeat burglary will spread more
readily where housing types and the everyday routines of residents are spatially
more homogeneous [Townsley et al. 2003, Johnson et al. 2007].

In this paper we have taken a new approach toward measuring and mod-
eling event dependant repeat burglary effects, emphasizing the mathematical
derivation of a null hypothesis model for the time interval between repeat bur-
glaries. This model, termed the random event hypothesis (REH), assumes that
burglaries at individual houses (or within some spatial neighborhood) are statis-
tically independent events occurring at characteristic rates, and that persistent
spatial heterogeneity of rates is solely responsible for any repeat victimization
present. Equation 7 gives the probability of observing different time intervals
between burglaries under the REH. We then empirically tested the REH us-
ing two different methods for counting burglaries. The moving-window method
involves defining a temporal buffer equal to the maximum waiting time of in-
terest, τmax, between burglaries. The buffer ensures that we will count repeats
only for houses burgled on days that can be subsequently observed for the full
τmax period. Using this counting method, the REH predicts that the probabil-
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ity distribution for the observed time intervals between exact-repeat burglaries
decreases exponentially. Evidence from moving-window counting of residential
burglaries in Long Beach, California is consistent with this formulation. This
result is significant in suggesting that a decay-like distribution of waiting times
between burglaries, measured using a moving-window counting procedure, is not
necessarily indicative of a correlation between burglary events nor a preference
for offenders to return to sites previously victimized (i.e., event dependence).
However, further calculations based upon the moving-window count indicate
that, though the time interval observations are consistent with the REH null
hypothesis curve, the heterogeneity parameters derived from this count cannot
explain the correct distribution of repeats within our data.

Because the moving-window counting method has a large number of param-
eters and does not seem to definitively test the REH, we explored an alternative
method based on counting burglaries within a fixed time window. The result-
ing model gives the probability distribution of time intervals between events
for houses burgled two or more times (see Eq. 10) within a set period of time.
The fixed window counting procedure also predicts a decreasing probability of
observing longer time intervals between burglaries, but in the case of houses
victimized twice the relationship is linear with no free parameters (Eq. 9). Long
Beach exact-repeat burglaries counted using the fixed-window method are in-
consistent with the REH hypothesis. Repeat burglaries appear to be much more
likely to occur in a short time interval after a first event than is expected given
the REH, and it is clear from this counting method that burglary rates cannot
be persistent in time. This result is significant in that it supports the view that
there are temporal correlations between burglary events and that offenders do
preferentially return to previously victimized homes within a short period of
time after an initial burglary.

Surprisingly, perhaps, different procedures for counting exact-repeat bur-
glary events lead to different and seemingly contradictory test outcomes. How-
ever, it is possible to interpret Eq. 7 in a way such that both counting proce-
dures yield results that are consistent with event dependant repeat burglary.
Specifically, rather than referring to a persistent environmental heterogeneity in
burglary risk, Eq. 7 may be taken as a description of individual houses stochas-
tically transitioning between states of varying burglary risk following each bur-
glary event. The probability of transitioning to state i is given by wi and the
corresponding burglary rate for that state is λi. Using parameters fit to our
Long Beach data, for example, a house in state i = 1, with a baseline burglary
rate of λ1 = 5.32× 10−5 burglaries per day, may transition to an excited state
i = 2 with probability w2 = 0.066, adopting a burglary rate λ2 = 2.45 × 10−3

burglaries per day. We expect a repeat burglary to occur at this house on aver-
age within 408 days, which is 46 times faster than the expected interval between
burglaries at houses that remain in the state i = 1. Similarly, we expect a house
to transition to the even more excited state i = 3 with probability w3 = 0.019,
adopting a characteristic burglary rate of λ3 = 8.41×10−2 burglaries per day. In
this case, the expected time interval to a repeat burglary at the house is approx-
imately 12 days, more than 1,530 times faster than a house in the baseline state,
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and 33 times faster than a house in the intermediate excited state. We have
not specified the causes behind transition between different states, though it is
reasonable to infer excited states (greater risk of repeat burglary) in some way
correspond to burglars’ preferences to return to previously victimized houses,
as discussed previously.

Overall, the models and results presented here confirm that event depen-
dence in the exact-repeat burglary effect exists and can be quantitatively dis-
tinguished from the REH using appropriate counting procedures. A similar
conclusion is drawn when examining near-repeat burglary events, which are
significantly different from a corresponding null hypothesis at short distances
between events (e.g., 0-100 m), but are indistinguishable from the null hypoth-
esis at greater distances (e.g., 3.9-4.0 km).

Most importantly, the general rate transition model described by Eq. 7 and
our approach to testing for the presence of this behavior using a fixed-window
counting procedure (Eq. 10) is potentially applicable to other types of repeat
victimization. For example, we might hypothesize that the individuals in a
given population may each be at risk of being a victim of a violent crime and,
subsequent to being victimized for a first time, transition at random to one of
several states each with their own characteristic victimization rate. Some in-
dividuals will fall into a baseline group after victimization, while others might
be more at risk after being victimized [Lauritsen and Quinet 1995]. Similarly,
Ratcliffe and Rengert (2008) analyze shootings in Philadelphia and find an ele-
vated risk of near-repeat shootings occurring within two weeks and within one
city block of previous incidents. Our model would suggest that the near-repeat
effect observed by Ratcliffe and Rengert stems from the area around a previous
shooting event transitioning to an excited state characterized by a higher rate
of shooting events.

The results here reinforce the view that repeat and near-repeat victimization
may play a role in the nucleation of crime patterns in space and time and,
as a consequence, may be an appropriate basis for designing crime prevention
strategies. However, we also note that there are a number of challenges yet
to meet in designing optimized responses to repeat crimes. In particular, our
results from analyses of exact-repeat burglaries in Long Beach suggests that at
any given time only about 0.002% of houses exhibit the highest excited state
(Eqns. 11 and 12) with an expected time to a repeat event of approximately 12
days. This corresponds to only about 1 single family residence from a total of
approximately 70,000 units. The challenge is to determine which house(s) belong
to this very small set, which would allow preferential targeting of resources at
these locations.
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